
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Challenge 
• Accommodate Marine
Claims

Solution 
• Found a system that ac
commodates marine

• Find a software that deals
with Lloyd's

Results 
• Able to run reports based
with Lloyds

• Business has become more
organized and efficient

INTRODUCTION 

A Marine Insurance Claimed Management company based from Montreal, Canada that 

strictly deals with claims in the marine industry. They were looking for an insurance 

software that would greatly help them manage their claims and their business 

processes. 

CHALLENGE 

The Marine Insurance company needed a technology system that they could use 

everyday. One that met the unique marine element needs of their claims business. Their 

senior management spent substantial time trying to find the perfect software. They 

were looking for something that could accommodate as many of their requirements 

while minimizing the potential for compromises. 

SOLUTION 

The Virtual Claims Adjuster (VCA) software  is such an integral aspect of their business 

that their staff use it every single day. They have noticed that the software helps them 

immensely with productivity and managing time constraints. The company is very 

happy with the outcome and love how user-friendly the software is as its made training 

and on boarding new staff over the years a breeze. 

RESULT 

A favourite tool in VCA is the Ml reporting tool. It offers an extended business suite to 

run reports based on productivity, financials and claims. This tool is in demand for 

claims businesses who deal with Lloyd's. The reporting tool is very fast and covers all 

Llyod's compliancy needs. 

The company has described their experience with VCA as 10 out of 10. They love the 

software and the responsiveness of the VCA support team. With response rates 

between 20-30 minutes, VCA's are the best in the industry. Easy access to the VCA sup

port team has provided the Marine  Insurance Company  with peace of mind. They are 

assured that if their staff ever runs into any difficulty using the software that a quick 

response is always available. 

Using the VCA software has made the company more efficient and has helped their 

business grow. 




